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NEW QUESTION: 1
The PRIMARY benefit of implementing a security program as part
of a security governance framework is the:
A. alignment of the IT activities with IS audit
recommendations.
B. implementation of the chief information security officer's
(CISO) recommendations.
C. reduction of the cost for IT security.
D. enforcement of the management of security risks.
Answer: D
Explanation:
The major benefit of implementing a security program is
management's assessment of risk and its mitigation to an
appropriate level of risk, and the monitoring of the remaining
residual risks. Recommendations, visions and objectives of the

auditor and the chief information security officer (CISO) are
usually included within a security program, but they would not
be the major benefit. The cost of IT security may or may not be
reduced.
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Answer: A,B,C

NEW QUESTION: 3
&lt;ORACLE_HOME&gt; is the Oracle home directory that you
specified when installing WebLogic Server.
What is the file system location and command for starting the
Domain Template Builder? (Choose the best answer.)
A. &lt;ORACLE_HOME&gt;\oracle_common\bin and temp_builder.sh
B. &lt;ORACLE_HOME&gt;\oracle_common\bin and config_builder.sh
C. &lt;ORACLE_HOME&gt;\oracle_common\common\bin and
temp_builder.sh
D. &lt;ORACLE_HOME&gt;\oracle_common\common\bin and
config_builder.sh
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
Starting the Domain Template Builder on UNIX Platforms
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